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802.11. While 802.11 is a wireless 
protocol in its own right, 802.11 is 
often used to refer to a family of wire-
less networking protocols used 
mainly for local area networking.  
Three popular variants include 
802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11a.  See 
also: Wi-Fi.

A
AC see Alternating Current

access point (AP). A device that 
creates a wireless network that is 
usually connected to a wired  
Ethernet network. See also: CPE, 
master mode

accumulator.  Another name for a 
battery.

ad-hoc mode.  A radio mode used 
by 802.11 devices that allows the 
creation of a network without an ac-
cess point.  Mesh networks often 
use radios in ad-hoc mode. See 
also: managed mode, master 
mode, monitor mode

Glossary

Address Resolution Protocol 
(ARP). A protocol widely used on 
Ethernet networks to translate IP 
addresses into MAC addresses.

address space. A group  of IP ad-
dresses that all reside within the 
same logical subnet.

advertised window. The portion of 
a TCP header that specifies how 
many additional bytes of data the 
receiver is prepared to accept.

Alternating Current (AC). An elec-
trical current which varies over time 
in a cyclic manner. AC current is 
typically used for lighting and appli-
ances. See also: Direct Current

amortization. An accounting tech-
nique used to manage the expected 
cost of replacement and obsoles-
cence of equipment over time.

amplifier. A device used to increase 
the transmitted power of a wireless 
device.

amplitude.  The distance from the 
center of a wave to the extreme of 
one of its peaks.
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anchor clients.  Business clients of 
a subscription system who are reli-
able and can be considered low-risk.

AND logic.  A logical operation that 
only evaluates as true if all of the 
items being compared also evaluate 
as true.  See also: OR logic.

anonymizing proxy.  A network serv-
ice that hides the source or destina-
tion of communications. Anonymizing 
proxies can be used to protect peo-
ple's privacy and to reduce an or-
ganization's exposure to legal liability 
for the actions of its users.

anonymity.  In computer networks, 
communications that cannot be 
linked to a unique individual are 
said to be anonymous.  The trade-
off of anonymity versus account-
ability in communications is an on-
going debate online, and rules 
about anonymous communications 
vary widely around the world. See 
also: authenticated

antenna diversity.  A technique 
used to overcome multipath interfer-
ence by using two or more physi-
cally separated receiving antennas.

antenna gain. The amount of 
power concentrated in the direction 
of strongest radiation of an antenna, 
usually expressed in dBi.  Antenna 
gain is reciprocal, which means that 
the effect of gain is present when 
transmitting as well as receiving.

antenna pattern.  A graph that de-
scribes the relative strength of a 
radiated field in various directions 
from an antenna. See also: rectan-
gular plot, polar plot, linear polar 

coordinates, logarithmic polar 
coordinates

AP see Access Point

application layer. The topmost 
layer in the OSI and TCP/IP network 
models.

Argus see Audit Record Generation 
and Utilization System

ARP see Address Resolution 
Protocol

associated.  An 802.11 radio is as-
sociated to an access point when it is 
ready to communicate with the net-
work. This means that it is tuned to 
the proper channel, in range of the 
AP, using the correct SSID and other 
authentication parameters, etc. 

at.  A Unix facility that allows timed, 
one-shot execution of programs. 
See also: cron

attenuation. The reduction of avail-
able radio power as it is absorbed 
along a path, such as through trees, 
walls, buildings, or other objects. See 
also: free space loss, scattering

Audit Record Generation and 
Utilization System (Argus). An 
open source network monitoring tool 
used for tracking flows between 
hosts. Argus is available from 
http://www.qosient.com/argus .

authenticated.  A network user that 
has proven their identity to a service 
or device (such as an access point) 
beyond a shadow of a doubt, usually 
by some means of cryptography. 
See also: anonymity
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azimuth.  The angle that measures 
deviation with respect to the south in 
the northern hemisphere, and with 
respect to the north in the southern 
hemisphere. See also: inclination

B
bandwidth.  A measure of fre-
quency ranges, typically used for 
digital communications.  The word 
bandwidth is also commonly used 
interchangeably with capacity to 
refer to the theoretical maximum 
data rate of a digital communica-
tions line. See also: capacity, 
channel, throughput

battery.  A device used to store en-
ergy in a photovoltaic system. See 
also: solar panel, regulator, load, 
converter, inverter

beamwidth.  The angular distance 
between the points on either side of 
the main lobe of an antenna, where 
the received power is half that of the 
main lobe. The beamwidth of an 
antenna is usually stated for both 
the horizontal and vertical planes.

benchmarking. Testing the maxi-
mum performance of a service or 
device.  Benchmarking a network 
connection typically involves flood-
ing the link with traffic and measur-
ing the actual observed throughput, 
both on transmit and receive.

BGAN see Broadband Global Ac-
cess Network

BNC connector.  A coaxial cable 
connector that uses a "quick-
connect" style bayonet lug. BNC 

connectors are typically found on 
10base2 coaxial Ethernet.

bridge. A network device that con-
nects two networks together at the 
data link layer.  Bridges do not 
route packets at the network layer.  
They simply repeat packets between 
two link-local networks.  See also: 
router and transparent bridging 
firewall.

bridge-utils. A Linux software 
package that is required for creat-
ing 802.1d Ethernet br idges. 
http://bridge.sourceforge.net/

Broadband Global Access Net-
work (BGAN).  One of several stan-
dards used for satellite Internet ac-
cess.  See also: Digital Video 
Broadcast (DVB-S) and Very Small 
Aperture Terminal (VSAT).

broadcast address. On IP net-
works, the broadcast IP address is 
used to send data to all hosts in the 
local subnet.  On Ethernet networks, 
the broadcast MAC address is used 
to send data to all machines in the 
same collision domain.

bypass diodes. A feature found on 
some solar panels that prevents the 
formation of hot-spots on shaded 
cells, but reduces the maximum 
voltage of the panel.

C
CA see Certificate Authority

Cacti  (http://www.cacti.net/).  A 
popular web-based monitoring tool 
written in PHP.
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capacity. The theoretical maximum 
amount of traffic provided by a digi-
tal communications line.  Often used 
interchangeably with bandwidth.

captive portal. A mechanism used 
to transparently redirect web brows-
ers to a new location.  Captive por-
tals are often used for authentication 
or for interrupting a user's online 
session (for example, to display an 
Acceptable Use Policy).

cell. Solar panels are made up of 
several individual cells, which are 
electrically connected to provide a 
particular value of current and volt-
age. Batteries are also made up  of 
individual cells connected in series, 
each of which contributes about 2 
volts to the battery.

Certificate Authority. A trusted en-
tity that issues signed cryptographic 
keys. See also: Public Key Infra-
structure, SSL

channel capacity. The maximum 
amount of information that can be 
sent using a given bandwidth. See 
also: bandwidth, throughput, 
data rate

channel. A well defined range of 
frequencies used for communica-
tions. 802.11 channels use 22 MHz 
of bandwidth, but are only separated 
by 5 MHz. See also: Appendix B.

CIDR  see Classless Inter-Domain 
Routing

CIDR notation. A method used to 
define a network mask by specifying 
the number of bits present.  For ex-
ample, the netmask 255.255.255.0 

can be specified as /24 in CIDR no-
tation.

circular polarization. An electro-
magnetic field where the electric
field vector appears to be rotating 
with circular motion about the direc-
tion of propagation, making one full 
turn for each RF cycle. See also: 
horizontal polarization, vertical 
polarization

Class A, B, and C networks.  For 
some time, IP address space was 
allocated in blocks of three different 
sizes.  These were Class A (about 
16 million addresses), Class B 
(about 65 thousand addresses), and 
Class C (255 addresses).  While 
CIDR has replaced class-based al-
location, these classes are often still 
referred to and used internally in 
organizations using private address 
space.  See also: CIDR notation.

Classless Inter-Domain Routing. 
CIDR was developed to improve 
routing efficiency on the Internet 
backbone by enabling route aggrega-
tion and network masks of arbitrary 
size.  CIDR replaces the old class-
based addressing scheme.  See 
also: Class A, B, and C networks.

client. An 802.11 radio card in 
managed mode. Wireless clients
will join a network created by an 
access point, and automatically 
change the channel to match it. See 
also: access point, mesh

closed network. An access point 
that does not broadcast its SSID, 
often used as a security measure.
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coax. A round (coaxial) cable with a 
center wire surrounded by a dielec-
tric, outer conductor, and tough insu-
lating jacket. Antenna cables are 
usually made of coax. Coax is short 
for "of common axis".

collision. On an Ethernet network, a 
collision occurs when two devices 
connected to the same physical 
segment attempt to transmit at the 
same time.  When collisions are de-
tected, devices delay retransmission 
for a brief, randomly selected period.

conductor. A material that easily 
allows electric or thermal energy to 
flow through without much resis-
tance. See also: dielectric, insulator

connectionless protocol. A network 
protocol (such as UDP) that requires 
no session initiation or maintenance.  
Connectionless protocols typically 
require less overhead than session 
oriented protocols, but do not usually 
offer data protection or packet reas-
sembly. See also: session oriented 
protocol.

consistent platform. Maintenance 
costs can be reduced by using a 
consistent platform, with the same 
hardware, software, and firmware 
for many components in a network. 

constructive interference. When 
two identical waves merge and are 
in phase, the amplitude of the result-
ing wave is twice that of either of the 
components. This is called construc-
tive interference. See also: destruc-
tive interference

controls. In NEC2, controls define 
the RF source in an antenna model. 
See also: structure

converter. A device used to convert 
DC signals into a different DC or AC 
voltage. See also: inverter

CPE see Customer Premises 
Equipment

cron.  A Unix facility that allows 
timed and repeated execution of 
programs. See also: at

Customer Premises Equipment. 
Network equipment (such as a 
router or bridge) that is installed at 
a customer's location.

D
data link layer.  The second layer in 
both the OSI and TCP/IP network 
models.  Communications at this 
layer happen directly between 
nodes.  On Ethernet networks, this 
is also sometimes called the MAC 
layer.

data rate. The speed at which 
802.11 radios exchange symbols, 
which is always higher than the 
available throughput. For example, 
the nominal data rate of 802.11g is 
54 Mbps, while the maximum 
throughput is about 20 Mbps). See 
also: throughput

dB see decibel

DC see Direct Current

DC/AC Converter. A device that 
converts DC power into AC power, 
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suitable for use with many appli-
ances. Also known as an inverter.

DC/DC Converter. A device that 
changes the voltage of a DC power 
source. See also: linear conver-
sion, switching conversion

decibel (dB). A logarithmic unit of 
measurement that expresses the 
magnitude of power relative to a 
reference level. Commonly used 
units are dBi (decibels relative to an 
isotropic radiator) and dBm (deci-
bels relative to a milliwatt).

default gateway.  When a router 
receives a packet destined for a 
network for which it has no explicit 
route, the packet is forwarded to the 
default gateway.  The default gate-
way then repeats the process, pos-
sibly sending the packet to its own 
default gateway, until the packet 
reaches its ultimate destination.

default route.   A network route that 
points to the default gateway.

Denial of Service (DoS).  An attack 
on network resources, usually 
achieved by flooding a network with 
traffic or exploiting a bug in an appli-
cation or network protocol.

depreciat ion. An account ing 
method used to save money to 
cover the eventual break down of 
equipment.

destructive interference. When 
two identical waves merge and are 
exactly out of phase, the amplitude 
of the resulting wave is zero. This is 
called destructive interference. See 
also: constructive interference

DHCP see Dynamic Host Configu-
ration Protocol

dielectric. A non-conductive mate-
rial that separates conducting wires 
inside a cable.

Digital Elevation Map (DEM). Data
that represents the height of terrain 
for a given geographic area. These 
maps are used by programs such as 
Radio Mobile to model electromag-
netic propagation.

Digital Video Broadcast (DVB-S).  
One of several standards used for 
satellite Internet access.  See also: 
Broadband Global Access Net-
work (BGAN) and Very Small Ap-
erture Terminal (VSAT).

dipole antenna. The simplest form 
of omnidirectional antenna.

Direct Current (DC). An electrical 
current which remains constant over 
time. DC current is typically used for 
network equipment, such as access 
points and routers. See also: Alter-
nating Current

Direct Sequence Spread Spec-
trum (DSSS). The radio modulation 
scheme used by 802.11b.

directional antenna. An antenna 
that radiates very strongly in a par-
ticular direction. Examples of direc-
tional antennas include the yagi, 
dish, and waveguide antennas. See 
also: omnidirectional antenna, 
sectorial antenna

directivity. The ability of an antenna 
to focus energy in a particular direc-
tion when transmitting, or to receive 
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energy from a particular direction 
when receiving.

diversity see antenna diversity

DNS see Domain Name Service

DNS caching.  By installing a DNS 
server on your local LAN, DNS re-
quests for an entire network may be 
cached locally, improving response 
times.  This technique is called DNS 
caching.

dnsmasq. An open source caching 
DNS and DHCP server, available 
from http://thekelleys.org.uk/

Domain Name Service (DNS). The 
widely used network protocol that 
maps IP addresses to names.

dominant mode. The lowest fre-
quency that can be transmitted by a 
waveguide of a given size.

DoS see Denial of Service

DSSS  see Direct Sequence 
Spread Spectrum

DVB-S see Digital Video Broadcast.

Dynamic Host Configuration Pro-
tocol (DHCP). A protocol used by 
hosts to automatically determine 
their IP address.

E
eavesdropper. Someone who inter-
cepts network data such as pass-
words, email, voice data, or online 
chat.

edge. The place where one organi-
zation's network meets another.  
Edges are defined by the location of 
the external router, which often acts 
as a firewall.

electromagnetic spectrum. The 
very wide range of possible fre-
quencies of electromagnetic energy. 
Parts of the electromagnetic spec-
trum include radio, microwave, visi-
ble light, and X rays.

electromagnetic wave. A wave that 
propagates through space without 
the need for a propagating medium. 
It contains an electric and a mag-
netic component. See also: me-
chanical wave

elevation see inclination

end span injectors. An 802.3af 
Power over Ethernet device that 
provides power via the Ethernet ca-
ble. An Ethernet switch that provides 
power on each port is an example of 
an end span injector. See also: mid
span injectors

end-to-end encryption. An en-
crypted connection negotiated by 
both ends of a communications ses-
sion. End-to-end encryption can 
provide stronger protection than link
layer encryption when used on 
untrusted networks (such as the 
Internet).

EtherApe. An open source network 
visualization tool.  Available at 
http://etherape.sourceforge.net/

Ethereal see Wireshark.
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Extended Service Set Identifier 
(ESSID). The name used to identify 
an 802.11 network. See also: 
closed network

external traffic. Network traffic that 
originates from, or is destined for, an 
IP address outside your internal 
network, such as Internet traffic.

F
firestarter. A graphical front-end for 
configuring Linux firewalls available 
from http://www.fs-security.com/.

filter.  The default table used in the 
Linux netfilter firewall system is the 
filter table.  This table is used for 
determining traffic that should be 
accepted or denied.

firewall.  A router that accepts or 
denies traffic based on some crite-
ria.  Firewalls are one basic tool 
used to protect entire networks from 
undesirable traffic. 

flush.  To remove all entries in a 
routing table or netfilter chain.

forwarding. When routers receive 
packets that are destined for a dif-
ferent host or network, they send the 
packet to the next router closest to 
its ultimate destination. This process 
is called forwarding.

forwarding loops.  A routing mis-
configuration where packets are 
forwarded cyclically between two or 
more routers.  Catastrophic network 
failure is prevented by using the TTL 
value on every packet, but forward-

ing loops need to be resolved for 
proper network operations.

free space loss. Power diminished
by geometric spreading of the wave-
front, as the wave propagates 
through space. See also: attenua-
tion, free space loss, Appendix C

frequency. The number of whole 
waves that pass a fixed point in a 
period of time. See also: wave-
length, Hertz

front-to-back ratio. The ratio of the 
maximum directivity of an antenna 
to its directivity in the opposite direc-
tion.

ful l duplex. Communicat ions 
equipment that can send and re-
ceive at the same time (such as a 
telephone). See also: half duplex

fwbuilder. A graphical tool that lets 
you create iptables scripts on a 
machine separate from your server, 
and then transfer them to the server 
later. http://www.fwbuilder.org/

G
gain. The ability of a radio compo-
nent (such as an antenna or ampli-
fier) to increase the power of a sig-
nal.  See also: decibel

gain transfer. Comparing an an-
tenna under test against a known
standard antenna, which has a cali-
brated gain.

gasification. The production bub-
bles of oxygen and hydrogen that 
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occurs when a battery is over-
charged.

globally routable. An address is-
sued by an ISP or RIR that is reach-
able from any point on the Internet.  
In IPv4, there are approximately four 
billion possible IP addresses, al-
though not all of these are globally 
routable.

H
half duplex. Communications equip-
ment that can send or receive, but 
never both at once (such as a hand-
held radio). See also: full duplex.

Heliax. High quality coaxial cable 
that has a solid or tubular center
conductor with a corrugated solid 
outer conductor which enables it to 
flex. See also: coax

Hertz (Hz). A measure of fre-
quency, denoting some number of 
cycles per second.

HF (High-Frequency).  Radio 
waves from 3 to 30 MHz are re-
ferred to as HF.  Data networks can 
be built on HF that operate at very 
long range, but with very low data 
capacity. 

hop. Data that crosses one network 
connection.  A web server may be 
several hops away from your local 
computer, as packets are forwarded 
from router to router, eventually 
reaching their ultimate destination.

horizontal polarization. An elec-
tromagnetic field with the electric 
component moving in a linear hori-

zontal direction. See also: circular 
polarization, vertical polarization

hot-spot. In wireless networks, a 
hot-spot is a location that provides 
Internet access via Wi-Fi, typically 
by use of a captive portal. In pho-
tovoltaic systems, a hot-spot oc-
curs when a single cell in a solar
panel is shaded, causing it to act as 
a resistive load rather than to gen-
erate power.

hub. An Ethernet networking device 
that repeats received data on all 
connected ports.  See also: switch.

Huygens principle. A wave model 
that proposes an infinite number of 
potential wavefronts along every 
point of an advancing wavefront.

Hz see Hertz

I
IANA see Internet Assigned Num-
bers Authority

ICMP see Internet Control Mes-
sage Protocol

ICP see Inter-Cache Protocol

impedance. The quotient of voltage 
over current of a transmission line, 
consisting of a resistance and a re-
actance. The load impedance must 
match the source impedance for 
maximum power transfer (50  for 
most communications equipment).

inbound traffic. Network packets 
that originate from outside the local 
network (typically the Internet) and 
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are bound for a destination inside 
the local network.  See also: out-
bound traffic.

inclination.  The angle that marks 
deviation from a horizontal plane. 
See also: azimuth

infrastructure mode see master
mode

insulator see dielectric

Inter-Cache Protocol (ICP). A high 
performance protocol used to com-
municate between web caches.

Internet Assigned Numbers 
Authority (IANA).  The organization 
that administers various critical parts 
of Internet infrastructure, including 
IP address allocation, DNS root 
name servers, and protocol service 
numbers.

Internet Control Message Proto-
col (ICMP). A Network Layer proto-
col used to inform nodes about the 
state of the network.  ICMP is part of 
the Internet protocol suite.  See 
also: Internet protocol suite.

Internet layer see network layer

Internet Protocol (IP). The most com-
mon network layer protocol in use.  IP 
defines the hosts and networks that 
make up the global Internet.

Internet protocol suite (TCP/IP). 
The family of communication proto-
cols that make up the Internet.  
Some of these protocols include 
TCP, IP, ICMP, and UDP.  Also 
called the TCP/IP protocol suite, or 
simply TCP/IP.

Intrusion Detection System (IDS). 
A program that watches network 
traffic, looking for suspicious data or 
behavior patterns.  An IDS may 
make a log entry, notify a network 
administrator, or take direct action in 
response to undesirable traffic.

inverter see DC/AC Converter

IP see Internet Protocol

iproute2.  The advanced routing 
tools package for Linux, used for 
traffic shaping and other advanced 
techniques.  Avai lable f rom  
http://linux-net.osdl.org/

iptables.  The primary command 
used to manipulate netfilter firewall 
rules.

irradiance. The total amount of so-
lar energy that lights a given area, in 
W/m2

ISM band. ISM is short for Indus-
trial, Scientific, and Medical.  The 
ISM band is a set of radio frequen-
cies set aside by the ITU for unli-
censed use.

isotropic antenna.  A hypothetical 
antenna that evenly distributes 
power in all directions, approximated 
by a dipole.

IV characteristic curve. A graph 
that represents the current that is 
provided based on the voltage gen-
erated for a certain solar radiation.
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K
knetfilter. A graphical front-end for 
configuring Linux firewalls. Available 
from http://venom.oltrelinux.com/

known good. In troubleshooting, a 
known good is any component that 
can be substituted to verify that its 
counterpart is in good, working 
condition.

L
lag. Common term used to describe 
a network with high latency.

lambda ( ) see wavelength

LAN see Local Area Network

latency. The amount of time it takes 
for a packet to cross a network con-
nection.  It is often (incorrectly) used 
interchangeably with Round Trip 
Time (RTT), since measuring the 
RTT of a wide-area connection is 
trivial compared to measuring the 
actual latency. See also: Round 
Trip Time.

lead-acid batteries. Batteries con-
sisting of two submerged lead elec-
trodes in an electrolytic solution of 
water and sulfuric acid. See also: 
stationary batteries

lease time.  In DHCP, IP addresses 
are assigned for a limited period of 
time, known as the lease time.  After 
this time period expires, clients must 
request a new IP address from the 
DHCP server.

Line of Sight (LOS). If a person 
standing at point A has an unob-
structed view of point B, then point A 
is said to have a clear Line of Sight 
to point B.

linear polar coordinates. A graph 
system with equally spaced, gradu-
ated concentric circles representing 
an absolute value on a polar projec-
tion. Such graphs are typically used 
to represent antenna radiation pat-
terns. See also: logarithmic polar 
coordinates

linear conversion.  A DC voltage 
conversion method that lowers the 
voltage by converting excess energy
to heat. See also: switching con-
version

linear polarization. An electro-
magnetic wave where the electric 
field vector stays in the same plane 
all the time. The electric field may 
leave the antenna in a vertical orien-
tation, a horizontal orientation, or at 
some angle between the two. See 
also: vertical polarization, hori-
zontal polarization

link budget. The amount of radio 
energy available to overcome path 
losses. If the available link budget 
exceeds the path loss, minimum 
receive sensitivity of the receiving 
radio, and any obstacles, then 
communications should be possible. 

link layer encryption. An encrypted 
connection between link-local de-
vices, typically a wireless client and 
an access point. See also: end-to-
end encryption
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link-local.  Network devices that are 
connected to the same physical 
segment communicate with each 
other directly are said to be link-
local.  A link-local connection cannot 
cross a router boundary without us-
ing some kind of encapsulation, 
such as a tunnel or a VPN.

listen.  Programs that accept con-
nections on a TCP port are said to 
listen on that port.

load. Equipment in a photovoltaic 
system that consumes energy. See 
also: battery, solar panel, regula-
tor, converter, inverter

Local Area Network (LAN). A net-
work (typically Ethernet) used within 
an organization.  The part of a net-
work that exists just behind an ISP's 
router is generally considered to be 
part of the LAN.  See also: WAN.

logarithmic polar coordinates. A 
graph system with logarithmically 
spaced, graduated concentric circles
representing an absolute value on a 
polar projection. Such graphs are 
typically used to represent antenna 
radiation patterns. See also: linear
polar coordinates

long fat pipe network. A network 
connection (such as VSAT) that has 
high capacity and high latency.  In 
order to achieve the best possible 
performance, TCP/IP must be tuned 
to match the traffic on such links.

LOS see Line of Sight

M
MAC layer see data link layer

MAC address. A  unique 48 bit number 
assigned to every networking device 
when it  is manufactured.  The MAC ad-
dress is used for link-local communica-
tions.

MAC filtering. An access control 
method based on the MAC address 
of communicating devices.

MAC table. A network switch must 
keep  track of the MAC addresses 
used on each physical port, in order 
to efficiently distribute packets.  This 
information is kept in a table called 
the MAC table.

maintenance-free lead-acid bat-
teries see lead-acid batteries 

Man-In-The-Middle (MITM). A
network attack where a malicious 
user intercepts all communications 
between a client and a server, allow-
ing information to be copied or ma-
nipulated.

managed hardware.  Networking 
hardware that provides an adminis-
trative interface, port counters, 
SNMP, or other interactive features 
is said to be managed.

managed mode. A radio mode 
used by 802.11 devices that allows 
the radio to join a network created 
by an access point.  See also: mas-
ter mode, ad-hoc mode, monitor 
mode
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master browser.  On Windows 
networks, the master browser is the 
computer that keeps a list of all the 
computers, shares and printers that 
are available in Network Neighbor-
hood or My Network Places.

master mode. A radio mode used 
by 802.11 devices that allows the 
radio to create networks just as an 
access point does.  See also: man-
aged mode, ad-hoc mode, moni-
tor mode

match condition.  In netfilter, a 
match condition specifies the criteria 
that determine the ultimate target for 
a given packet.  Packets may be 
matched on MAC address, source 
or destination IP address, port num-
ber, data contents, or just about any 
other property.

Maximum Depth of Discharge 
(DoDmax). The amount of energy 
extracted from a battery in a single 
discharge cycle, expressed as a 
percentage.

Maximum Power Point (Pmax). The 
point where the power supplied by a 
solar panel is at maximum.

MC-Card. A very small microwave 
connector found on Lucent / Orinoco /
Avaya equipment.

mechanical wave. A wave caused 
when some medium or object is 
swinging in a periodic manner. See 
also: electromagnetic wave

Media Access Control layer see 
data link layer

mesh. A network with no hierarchi-
cal organization, where every node
on the network carries the traffic of 
every other as needed. Good mesh 
network implementations are self-
healing, which means that they 
automatically detect routing prob-
lems and fix them as needed.

message types.  Rather that port 
numbers, ICMP traffic uses mes-
sage types to define the type of in-
formation being sent.  See also: 
ICMP.

method of the worst month. A
method for calculating the dimen-
sions of a standalone photovoltaic 
system so it will work in the month in 
which the demand for energy is 
greatest with respect to the available 
solar energy. It is the worst month of 
the year, as this month with have the 
largest ratio of demanded energy to 
available energy. 

MHF see U.FL

microfinance. The provision of 
small loans, savings and other basic 
financial services to the world s
poorest people.

mid span injectors. A Power over 
Ethernet device inserted between 
an Ethernet switch and the device to 
be powered. See also: end span 
injectors

milliwatts (mW). A unit of power 
representing one thousandth of a 
Watt.

MITM see Man-In-The-Middle
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MMCX. A very small microwave 
connector commonly found on 
equipment manufactured by Senao 
and Cisco.

monitor mode. A radio mode used 
by 802.11 devices not normally used 
for communications that allows the 
radio passively monitor radio traffic.  
See also: master mode, managed 
mode, ad-hoc mode

monitor port.  On a managed 
switch, one or more monitor ports 
may be defined that receive traffic 
sent to all of the other ports.  This 
allows you to connect a traffic moni-
tor server to the port to observe and 
analyze traffic patterns.

Multi Router Traffic Grapher 
(MRTG). An open source tool used 
for graphing traffic statistics.  Avail-
able from http://oss.oetiker.ch/mrtg/

multipath. The phenomenon of re-
flections of a signal reaching their 
target along different paths, and 
therefore at different times.

multipoint-to-multipoint see 
mesh

mW see milliwatt

My TraceRoute (mtr).  A network 
diagnostic tool used as an alterna-
tive to the traditional traceroute pro-
gram.  http://www.bitwizard.nl/mtr/.  
See also: traceroute / tracert.

N
N connector. A sturdy microwave 
connector commonly found on out-

door networking components, such 
as antennas and outdoor access 
points.

Nagios (http://nagios.org/)  A real-
time monitoring tool that logs and 
notifies a system administrator 
about service and network outages.

NAT see Network Address Trans-
lation

nat. The table used in the Linux 
netfilter firewall system to configure 
Network Address Translation.

NEC2 see Numerical Electromag-
netics Code

NetBIOS.  A session layer protocol 
used by Windows networking for file 
and printer sharing.  See also: SMB.

netfilter.  The packet filtering 
framework in modern Linux kernels 
is known as netfilter.  It uses the 
iptables command to manipulate 
filter rules. http://netfilter.org/

netmask  (network mask).  A net-
mask is a 32-bit number that divides 
the 16 million available IP addresses 
into smaller chunks, called subnets.  
All IP networks use IP addresses in 
combination with netmasks to logi-
cally group hosts and networks.

NeTraMet.  An open source network 
flow analysis tool available from 
freshmeat.net/projects/netramet/

network address.  The lowest IP 
number in a subnet.  The network 
address is used in routing tables to 
specify the destination to be used 
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when sending packets to a logical 
group of IP addresses.

Network Address Translation 
(NAT). NAT is a networking technol-
ogy that allows many computers to 
share a single, globally routable IP 
address.  While NAT can help  to 
solve the problem of limited IP ad-
dress space, it creates a technical 
challenge for two-way services, 
such as Voice over IP.

network detection. Network diag-
nostic tools that display information 
about wireless networks, such as 
the network name, channel, and 
encryption method used.

network layer.  Also called the 
Internet layer. This is the third layer 
of the OSI and TCP/IP network 
models, where IP operates and 
Internet routing takes place.

network mask see netmask

ngrep. An open source network se-
curity utility used to find patterns in 
data flows. Available for free from 
http://ngrep.sourceforge.net/

node.  Any device capable of send-
ing and receiving data on a network. 
Access points, routers, computers, 
and laptops are all examples of 
nodes.

Nominal Capacity (CN). The maxi-
mum amount of energy that can be 
extracted from a fully charged bat-
tery. It is expressed in Ampere-hours 
(Ah) or Watt-hours (Wh). 

Nominal Voltage (VN). The operat-
ing voltage of a photovoltaic system, 
typically 12 or 24 volts.

ntop.  A network monitoring tool that 
provides extensive detail about con-
nections and protocol use on a local 
area network. http://www.ntop.org/

null. In an antenna radiation pattern, 
a null is a zone in which the effective 
radiated power is at a minimum.

nulling. A specific case of multi-
path interference where the signal 
at the receiving antenna is zeroed 
by the destructive interference of 
reflected signals.

number of days of autonomy (N).
The maximum number of days that 
a photovoltaic system can operate 
without significant energy received 
from the sun.

Numerical Electromagnetics 
Code (NEC2). A free antenna mod-
eling package that lets you build an 
antenna model in 3D, and then ana-
lyze the antenna s electromagnetic 
response. http://www.nec2.org/

O
OFDM see Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing

omnidirectional antenna. An an-
tenna that radiates almost equally in 
every direction in the horizontal 
plane. See also: directional an-
tenna, sectorial antenna
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one-arm repeater. A wireless re-
peater that only uses a single radio, 
at significantly reduced throughput. 
See also: repeater

onion routing. A privacy tool (such 
as Tor)  that repeatedly bounces your 
TCP connections across a number of 
servers spread throughout the Inter-
net, wrapping routing information in a 
number of encrypted layers.

OR logic.  A logical operation that 
evaluates as true if any of the items 
being compared also evaluate as 
true.  See also: AND logic.

Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM)

OSI network model.  A popular 
model of network communications 
defined by the ISO/IEC 7498-1 
standard.  The OSI model consists 
of seven interdependent layers, from 
the physical through the application.  
See also: TCP/IP network model.

outbound traffic.  Network packets 
that originate from the local network 
and are bound for a destination out-
side the local network (typically 
somewhere on the Internet).  See 
also: inbound traffic.

overcharge.  The state of a battery 
when charge is applied beyond the 
limit of the battery's capacity. If en-
ergy is applied to a battery beyond 
its point of maximum charge, the 
electrolyte begins to break down. 
Regulators will allow a small 
amount of overcharge time to a bat-
tery to avoid gasification, but will 
remove power before the battery is 
damaged.

overdischarge. Discharging a bat-
tery beyond its Maximum Depth of 
Discharge, which results in deterio-
ration of the battery.

oversubscribe. To allow more users 
than the maximum available band-
width can support.

P
packet.  On IP networks, messages 
sent between computers are broken 
into small pieces called packets.  
Each packet includes a source, des-
tination, and other routing informa-
tion that is used to route it to its ulti-
mate destination.  Packets are reas-
sembled again at the remote end by 
TCP (or another protocol) before 
being passed to the application.

packet filter.  A firewall that oper-
ates at the Internet layer by inspect-
ing source and destination IP ad-
dresses, port numbers, and proto-
cols.  Packets are either permitted 
or discarded depending on the 
packet filter rules.

partition.  A technique used by net-
work hubs to limit the impact of 
computers that transmit excessively.   
Hubs will temporarily remove the 
abusive computer (partition it) from 
the rest of the network, and recon-
nect it again after some time.  Ex-
cessive partitioning indicates the 
presence of an excessive bandwidth 
consumer, such as a peer-to-peer 
client or network virus.

passive POE injector see Power
over Ethernet
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path loss. Loss of radio signal due 
to the distance between communi-
cating stations.

Peak Sun Hours (PSH). Average 
value of daily irradiation for a given 
area.

photovoltaic generator see solar
panel

photovoltaic solar energy. The use 
of solar panels to collect solar en-
ergy to produce electricity. See also: 
thermal solar energy

photovoltaic system. An energy 
system that generates electrical en-
ergy from solar radiation and stores 
it for later use. A standalone photo-
voltaic system does this without any 
connection to an established power 
grid. See also: battery, solar panel, 
regulator, load, converter, inverter

physical layer. The lowest layer in 
both the OSI and TCP/IP network 
models.  The physical layer is the 
actual medium used for communica-
tions, such as copper cable, optic 
fiber, or radio waves.

pigtail. A short microwave cable 
that converts a non-standard con-
nector into something more robust 
and commonly available.

ping.  A ubiquitous network diagnos-
tic utility that uses ICMP echo re-
quest and reply messages to deter-
mine the round trip  time to a network 
host.  Ping can be used to deter-
mine the location of network prob-
lems by "pinging" computers in the 
path between the local machine and 
the ultimate destination.

PKI see Public Key Infrastructure

plomb. A heavy piece of metal bur-
ied in the earth to improve a ground 
connection.

PoE see Power over Ethernet

point-to-multipoint. A wireless 
network where several nodes con-
nect back to a central location. The 
classic example of a point-to-
multipoint network is an access 
point at an office with several lap-
tops using it for Internet access. See 
also: point-to-point, multipoint-to-
multipoint

point-to-point. A wireless network 
consisting of only two stations, usu-
ally separated by a great distance. 
See also: point-to-multipoint, 
multipoint-to-multipoint

Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP). A
network protocol typically used on 
serial lines (such as a dial-up  con-
nection) to provide IP connectivity.

polar plot. A graph where points are 
located by projection along a rotat-
ing axis (radius) to an intersection
with one of several concentric cir-
cles. See also: rectangular plot

polarization. The direction of the 
electric component of an electro-
magnetic wave as it leaves the 
transmitting antenna. See also: 
horizontal polarization, vertical 
polarization, circular polarization

polarization mismatch. A state 
where a transmitting and receiving 
antenna do not use the same polari-
zation, resulting in signal loss.
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policy.  In netfilter, the policy is the 
default action to be taken when no 
other filtering rules apply.  For ex-
ample, the default policy for any 
chain may be set to ACCEPT or 
DROP.

port counters.  Managed switches 
and routers provide statistics for 
each network port called port count-
ers.  These statistics may include 
inbound and outbound packet and 
byte counts, as well as errors and 
retransmissions.

power. The amount of energy in a 
certain amount of time.

Power over Ethernet (PoE). A
technique used to supply DC power 
to devices using the Ethernet data 
cable. See also: end span injec-
tors, mid span injectors

PPP see Point to Point Protocol

presentation layer. The sixth layer 
of the OSI networking model.  This 
layer deals with data representation, 
such as MIME encoding or data 
compression.

private address space.  A set of 
reserved IP addresses outlined in 
RFC1918.  Private address space is 
frequently used within an organiza-
tion, in conjunction with Network 
Address Translation (NAT).  The 
reserved private address space 
r a n g e s i n c l u d e 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 / 8 , 
172.16.0.0/12, and 192.168.0.0/16.  
See also: NAT.

Privoxy (http://www.privoxy.org/). A 
web  proxy that provides anonymity 

through the use of filters. Privoxy is 
often used in conjunction with Tor.

proactive routing. A mesh imple-
mentation where every node knows 
about the existence of every other 
node in the mesh cloud as well as 
which nodes may be used to route 
traffic to them. Each node maintains 
a routing table covering the whole 
mesh cloud. See also: reactive 
routing

protocol analyzer. A diagnostic 
program used to observe and disas-
semble network packets.  Protocol 
analyzers provide the greatest pos-
sible detail about individual packets.

protocol stack. A set of network 
protocols that provide interdepend-
ent layers of functionality.  See also: 
OSI network model and TCP/IP
network model.

PSH see Peak Sun Hours

Public key cryptography. A form of 
encryption used by SSL, SSH, and 
other popular security programs. 
Public key cryptography allows en-
crypted information to be exchanged 
over an untrusted network without 
the need to distribute a secret key.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). A
security mechanism used in con-
junction with public key cryptogra-
phy to prevent the possibility of 
Man-In-The-Middle attacks. See 
also: certificate authority
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Q
quick blow. A type of fuse that im-
mediately blows if the current flow-
ing through it is higher than their 
rating. See also: slow blow

R
radiation pattern see antenna 
pattern.

radio. The portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum in which waves 
can be generated by applying alter-
nating current to an antenna. 

reactive routing. A mesh imple-
mentation where routes are com-
puted only when it is necessary to
send data to a specific node. See 
also: proactive routing

realtime monitoring. A network 
monitoring tool that performs unat-
tended monitoring over long periods, 
and notifies administrators immedi-
ately when problems arise.

reciprocity. An antenna's ability to
maintain the same characteristics 
regardless if whether it is transmit-
ting or receiving.

recombinant batteries see lead-
acid batteries

rectangular plot. A graph where 
points are located on a simple grid. 
See also: polar plot

Regional Internet Registrars 
(RIR). The 4 billion available IP ad-

dresses are administered by the 
IANA.  The space has been divided 
into large subnets, which are dele-
gated to one of the five regional 
Internet registries, each with author-
ity over a large geographic area.

regulator. The component of a pho-
tovoltaic system that assures that 
the battery is working in appropriate 
conditions. It avoids overcharging
or undercharging the battery, both 
of which are very detrimental to the 
life of the battery. See also: solar
panel, battery, load, converter, 
inverter

repeater. A node that is configured 
to rebroadcast traffic that is not des-
tined for the node itself, often used 
to extend the useful range of a net-
work.

Request for Comments (RFC).
RFCs are a numbered series of 
documents published by the Internet 
Society that document ideas and 
concepts related to Internet tech-
nologies.  Not all RFCs are actual 
standards, but many are either ap-
proved explicitly by the IETF, or 
eventually become de facto stan-
dards.  RFCs can be viewed online 
at http://rfc.net/.

return loss. A logarithmic ratio 
measured in dB that compares the 
power reflected by the antenna to 
the power that is fed into the an-
tenna from the transmission line. 
See also: impedance

reverse polarity (RP). Proprietary 
microwave connectors, based on a 
standard connector but with the 
genders reversed. The RP-TNC is 
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probably the most common reverse 
polarity connector, but others (such 
as RP-SMA and RP-N) are also 
commonplace.

RF transmission line. The connec-
tion (typically coax, Heliax, or a 
waveguide) between a radio and an 
antenna.

RIR see Regional Internet Regis-
trars

Round Trip Time (RTT). The 
amount of time it takes for a packet 
to be acknowledged from the remote 
end of a connection.  Frequently 
confused with latency.

rogue access points. An unauthor-
ized access point incorrectly in-
stalled by legitimate users, or by a 
malicious person who intends to 
collect data or do harm to the net-
work.

Round Robin Database (RRD). A
database that stores information in a 
very compact way that does not ex-
pand over time.  This is the data 
format used by RRDtool and other 
network monitoring tools.

router.  A device that forwards 
packets between different networks.  
The process of forwarding packets 
to the next hop is called routing.

routing. The process of forwarding 
packets between different networks. 
A device that does this is called a 
router.

routing table.  A list of networks 
and IP addresses kept by a router to 
determine how packets should be 

forwarded.  If a router receives a 
packet for a network that is not in 
the routing table, the router uses its 
default gateway.  Routers operate at  
the Network Layer.  See also: 
bridge and default gateway.

RP see Reverse Polarity

RP-TNC. A common proprietary 
version of the TNC microwave con-
nector, with the genders reversed. 
The RP-TNC is often found on 
equ ipmen t manu fac tu red by 
Linksys.

RRD see Round Robin Database

RRDtool.  A suite of tools that allow 
you to create and modify RRD data-
bases, as well as generate useful 
graphs to present the data .  
RRDtool is used to keep  track of 
time-series data (such as network 
bandwidth, machine room tempera-
ture, or server load average) and 
can display that data as an average 
over time.  RRDtool is available from 
http://oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/

rsync (http://rsync.samba.org/).  An 
open source incremental file transfer 
utility used for maintaining mirrors.

RTT see Round Trip Time

S
SACK see Selective Acknowl-
edgment

scattering. Signal loss due to ob-
jects in the path between two nodes. 
See also: free space loss, at-
tenuation
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sectorial antenna. An antenna that 
radiates primarily in a specific area. 
The beam can be as wide as 180 
degrees, or as narrow as 60 de-
grees. See also: directional an-
tenna, omnidirectional antenna

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). An
end-to-end encryption technology 
built into virtually all web  browsers.
SSL uses public key cryptography
and a trusted public key infra-
structure to secure data communi-
cations on the web.  Whenever you 
visit a web  URL that starts with 
https, you are using SSL. 

Selective Acknowledgment (SACK). 
A mechanism used to overcome 
TCP inefficiencies on high latency 
networks, such as VSAT.

Server Message Block (SMB).  A 
network protocol used in Windows 
networks to provide file sharing 
services.  See also: NetBIOS.

Service Set ID (SSID) see Ex-
tended Service Set Identifier

session layer. Layer five of the OSI 
model, the Session Layer manages 
logical connections between appli-
cations.

session oriented protocol.  A net-
work protocol (such as TCP) that 
requires initialization before data 
can be exchanged, as well as some 
clean-up  after data exchange has 
completed.  Session oriented proto-
cols typically offer error correction 
and packet reassembly, while con-
nectionless protocols do not. See 
also: connectionless protocol.

shared medium. A link-local net-
work where every node can observe 
the traffic of every other node.

Shorewall (http://shorewall.net/).  A 
configuration tool used for setting up 
netfilter firewalls without the need to 
learn iptables syntax.

sidelobes. No antenna is able to 
radiate all the energy in one pre-
ferred direction. Some is inevitably 
radiated in other directions.  These 
smaller peaks are referred to as 
sidelobes.

signal generator. A transmitter that 
emits continuously at a specific fre-
quency.

Simple Network Management 
Protocol  (SNMP). A protocol de-
signed to facilitate the exchange of 
management information between 
network devices.  SNMP is typically 
used to poll network switches and 
routers to gather operating statistics.

site-wide web cache.  While all 
modern web  browsers provide a 
local data cache, large organizations 
can improve efficiency by installing a 
site-wide web cache, such as Squid.  
A site-wide web  cache keeps a copy 
of all requests made from within an 
organization, and serves the local 
copy on subsequent requests.  See 
also: Squid.

slow blow. A fuse that allows a cur-
rent higher than its rating to pass for
a short time. See also: quick blow

SMA. A small threaded microwave 
connector.
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SMB see Server Message Block

SmokePing.  A latency measure-
ment tool that measures, stores and 
displays latency, latency distribution 
and packet loss all on a single 
graph.  SmokePing is available from 
http://oss.oetiker.ch/smokeping/

SNMP see Simple Network Man-
agement Protocol

Snort (http://www.snort.org/). A 
very popular open source intrusion 
detection system.  See also: Intru-
sion Detection System.

SoC see State of Charge

solar module see solar panel

solar panel. The component of a 
photovoltaic system used to con-
vert solar radiation into electricity. 
See also: battery, regulator, load, 
converter, inverter

solar panel array. A set of solar
panels wired in series and/or paral-
lel in order to provide the necessary 
energy for a given load.

solar power charge regulator see 
regulator

spectrum see electromagnetic 
spectrum

spectrum analyzer. A device that 
provides a visual representation of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. See 
also: Wi-Spy

Speed.  A generic term used to refer 
to the responsiveness of a network 
connection.  A "high-speed" network 

should have low latency and more 
than enough capacity to carry the 
traffic of its users.  See also: band-
width, capacity, and latency.

split horizon DNS.  A technique 
used to serve different answers to 
DNS requests based on the source 
of the request.  Split horizon is used 
to direct internal users to a different 
set of servers than Internet users.

spoof. To impersonate a network 
device, user, or service.

spot check tools.  Network moni-
toring tools that are run only when 
needed to diagnose a problem.  
Ping and traceroute are examples of 
spot check tools.

Squid.  A very popular open source 
web  proxy cache.  It is flexible, ro-
bust, full-featured, and scales to 
support networks of nearly any size.  
http://www.squid-cache.org/

SSID see Extended Service Set 
Identifier

SSL see Secure Sockets Layer

standalone photovoltaic system
see photovoltaic system

State of Charge (SoC). The 
amount of charge present in a bat-
tery, determined by the current volt-
age and type of battery.

stateful inspection.  Firewall rules 
that are aware of the the state asso-
ciated with a given packet. The state 
is not part of the packet as transmit-
ted over the Internet, but is deter-
mined by the firewall itself.  New, 
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established, and related connections 
may all be taken into consideration 
when filtering packets.  Stateful in-
spection is sometimes called con-
nection tracking.

stationary batteries. Batteries de-
signed to have a fixed location and
in scenarios where the power con-
sumption is more or less irregular. 
Stationary batteries can accommo-
date deep  discharge cycles, but they 
are not designed to produce high 
currents in brief periods of time. See 
also: lead-acid batteries

structure. In NEC2, a numerical
description of where the different 
parts of the antenna are located, 
and how the wires are connected 
up. See also: controls

subnet mask see netmask

subnets. A subset of a range of IP 
networks, defined by netmasks.

switch.  A network device that pro-
vides a temporary, dedicated con-
nection between communicating 
devices.  See also: hub.

switching conversion. A DC volt-
age conversion method that uses a 
magnetic component to temporarily 
store the energy and transform it to 
another voltage. Switching conver-
sion is much more efficient than lin-
ear conversion.

T
target. In netfilter, the action to be 
taken once a packet matches a rule.    
Some possible netfilter targets in-

clude   ACCEPT, DROP, LOG, and 
REJECT.

TCP see Transmission Control 
Protocol

TCP acknowledgment spoofing

TCP window size. The TCP pa-
rameter that defines how much data 
that may be sent before an ACK 
packet is returned from the receiving 
side. For instance, a window size of 
3000 would mean that two packets 
of 1500 bytes each will be sent, after 
which the receiving end will either 
ACK the chunk or request retrans-
mission.

TCP/IP see Internet protocol suite

TCP/IP network model. A popular 
simplification of the OSI network 
model that is used with Internet net-
works.  The TCP/IP model consists 
of five interdependent layers, from 
the physical through the application.  
See also: OSI network model.

tcpdump.  A popular open source 
packet capture and analysis tool  
available at http://www.tcpdump.org/.  
See also: WinDump and Wireshark.

Temporal Key Integrity Protocol 
(TKIP). An encryption protocol used 
in conjunction with WPA to improve 
the security of a communications 
session.

thermal solar energy. Energy col-
lected from the sun in the form of 
heat. See also: photovoltaic solar 
energy
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thrashing. The state when a com-
puter has exhausted the available 
RAM and must use the hard disk for 
temporary storage, greatly reducing 
system performance.

throughput.  The actual amount of 
information per second flowing 
through a network connection, dis-
regarding protocol overhead.

throughput testing tools. Tools 
that measure the actual bandwidth 
available between two points on a 
network.

Time To Live (TTL). A TTL value 
acts as a deadline or emergency 
brake to signal a time when the data 
should be discarded. In TCP/IP net-
works, the TTL is a counter that 
starts at some value (such as 64) 
and is decremented at each router 
hop.  If the TTL reaches zero, the 
packet is discarded. This mecha-
nism helps reduce damage caused 
by routing loops.  In DNS, the TTL 
defines the amount of time that a 
particular zone record should be 
kept before it must be refreshed.  In 
Squid, the TTL defines how long a 
cached object may be kept before it 
must be again retrieved from the 
original website.

TKIP see Temporal Key Integrity 
Protocol

TNC connector. A common, sturdy 
threaded microwave connector.

Tor (http://www.torproject.org/). An 
onion routing tool that provides 
good protection against traffic 
analysis.

traceroute / tracert.  A ubiquitous 
network diagnostic utility often used 
in conjunction with ping to determine 
the location of network problems.  
T h e U n i x v e r s i o n i s c a l l e d 
traceroute, while the Windows ver-
sion is tracert.  Both use ICMP echo 
requests with increasing TTL values 
to determine which routers are used 
to connect to a remote host, and 
also display latency statistics.  An-
other variant is tracepath, which 
uses a similar technique with UDP 
packets.  See also: mtr.

traction batteries see lead-acid
batteries

Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP). A session oriented protocol 
that operates at the Transport Layer, 
providing packet reassembly, con-
gestion avoidance, and reliable de-
livery.  TCP is an integral protocol 
used by many Internet applications, 
including HTTP and SMTP.  See 
also: UDP.

transmission power. The amount 
of power provided by the radio 
transmitter, before any antenna gain 
or line losses.

transparent bridging firewall.  A 
firewall technique that introduces a 
bridge that selectively forwards 
packets based on firewall rules.  
One benefit of a transparent bridg-
ing firewall is that it does not require 
an IP address.  See also: bridge.

transparent cache.  A method of 
implementing a site-wide web  cache  
that requires no configuration on the 
web  clients.  Web  requests are si-
lently redirected to the cache, which 
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makes the request on behalf of the 
client.  Transparent caches cannot 
use authentication, which makes it 
impossible to implement traffic ac-
counting at the user level.  See also: 
site-wide web cache, Squid.

transparent proxy. A caching proxy 
installed so that users  web  requests
are automatically forwarded to the 
proxy server, without any need to 
manually configure web  browsers to 
use it.

transport layer. The third layer of 
the OSI and TCP/IP network mod-
els, which provides a method of 
reaching a particular service on a 
given network node. Examples of 
protocols that operate at this layer 
are TCP and UDP.

trending. A type of network monitor-
ing tool that performs unattended 
monitoring over long periods, and 
plots the results on a graph.  Trend-
ing tools allow you to predict future 
behavior of your network, which 
helps you plan for upgrades and 
changes.

TTL see Time To Live

tunnel.  A form of data encapsula-
tion that wraps one protocol stack 
within another.  This is often used in 
conjunction with encryption to pro-
tect communications from potential 
eavesdroppers, while eliminating the 
need to support encryption within 
the application itself.  Tunnels are 
often used conjunction with VPNs.

U
U.FL. A very tiny microwave con-
nector commonly used on mini-PCI 
radio cards.

UDP see User Datagram Protocol

unintentional users. Laptop users 
who accidentally associate to the 
wrong wireless network.

Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP). 
Cable used for 10baseT and 
100baseT Ethernet, consisting of 
four pairs of twisted wires.

Useful Capacity (Cu ). The usable 
capacity of a battery, equal to the 
product of the Nominal Capacity
and the Maximum Depth of Dis-
charge.

User Datagram Protocol (UDP). A 
connectionless protocol (at the 
transport layer) commonly used for 
video and audio streaming. 

UTP see Unshielded Twisted Pair

V
valve regulated lead acid battery 
(VRLA) see lead-acid batteries

vertical polarization. An electro-
magnetic field with the electric com-
ponent moving in a linear vertical 
direction. Most wireless consumer 
electronic devices use vertical po-
larization. See also: circular polari-
zation, vertical polarization
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Very Small Aperture Terminal 
(VSAT). One of several standards 
used for satellite Internet access.  
VSAT is the most widely deployed 
satellite technology used in Africa.  
See also: Broadband Global Ac-
cess Network (BGAN) and Digital
Video Broadcast (DVB-S).

video sender. A 2.4 GHz video 
transmitter that can be used as an 
inexpensive signal generator.

Virtual Private Network (VPN). A
tool used to join two networks to-
gether over an untrusted network 
(such as the Internet).  VPNs are 
often used to connect remote users 
to an organization's network when 
traveling or working from home.  
VPNs use a combination of encryp-
tion and tunneling to secure all net-
work traffic, regardless of the appli-
cation being used.  See also: tun-
nel.

VoIP (Voice over IP).  A technology 
that provides telephone-like features 
over an Internet connection.  Exam-
ples of popular VoIP clients include 
Skype, Gizmo Project, MSN Mes-
senger, and iChat.

VPN see Virtual Private Network.

VRLA see valve regulated lead 
acid battery

VSAT see Very Small Aperture 
Terminal

Very Small Aperture Terminal 
(VSAT). One of several standards 
used for satellite Internet access.  
VSAT is the most widely deployed 
satellite technology used in Africa.  

See also: Broadband Global Ac-
cess Network (BGN) and Digital
Video Broadcast (DVB-S).

W
WAN see Wide Area Network

War drivers. Wireless enthusiasts 
who are interested in finding the 
physical location of wireless net-
works.

wavelength. The distance meas-
ured from a point on one wave to 
the equivalent part of the next, for 
example from the top of one peak to 
the next. Also known as lambda ( ).

WEP see Wired Equivalent Privacy

wget.  An open source command 
line tool for downloading web  pages.
http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/

Wi-Fi.  A marketing brand owned by 
the Wi-Fi Alliance that is used to 
refer to various wireless networking 
technologies (including 802.11a, 
802.11b, and 802.11g). Wi-Fi is 
short for Wireless Fidelity.

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA). A
fairly strong link layer encryption
protocol supported by most modern 
Wi-Fi equipment.

Wi-Spy. An inexpensive 2.4 GHz 
spectrum analysis tool available 
from http://www.metageek.net/.

Wide Area Network (WAN). Any
long distance networking technol-
ogy.  Leased lines, frame relay, 
DSL, fixed wireless, and satellite all 
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typically implement wide area net-
works.  See also: LAN.

wiki. A web site that allows any user 
to edit the contents of any page.  
One of the most popular public wikis 
is http://www.wikipedia.org/

window scale. A TCP enhancement 
defined by RFC1323 that allows 
TCP window sizes larger than 64KB.

WinDump. The Windows version of 
tcpdump.  It is available from
http://www.winpcap.org/windump/

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP). A
somewhat secure link layer en-
cryption protocol supported by vir-
tually all 802.11a/b/g equipment.

Wireless Fidelity see Wi-Fi.

wireshark.  A free network protocol 
analyzer for Unix and Windows.  
http://www.wireshark.org/

WPA see Wi-Fi Protected Access

Z
Zabbix (http://www.zabbix.org/)  A 
realtime monitoring tool that logs 
and notifies a system administrator 
about service and network outages.
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